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oriented tree. The internal

nodes of a tree are labeled

with simple tests that can be performed on the input of
One of the challenging problems regarding learning decision trees is whether decision trees over

the function, and leaves of a tree are labeled with the
possible values of the function. For each internal node

the domain Z~, in which each internal

there is an outgoing edge with respect to each possible

node is

labeled by a module function axi(mod N) for

outcome of the test.

some i E (1 ....

learnable

an input instance one starts at the root and follows the

with equivalence and membership queries [5].

path determined by taking the edge respect to the out-

Given any decision tree T, let s be the num-

come of the test on the current node. The label of the

ber of its leaf nodes. Let N = p~l...p~ be
its prime decomposition, and let 7(N) = (tl

leaf one finally reaches is the value of the function.

1)...

,n), are efficiently

(t~ + 1). Weshow that when all the mod-

ule functions in T have the same coefficient,
then there is a polynomial time algorithm for
learning T using at most s(s + 1)7(N) equivalence queries

and at most s2nT(N) member-

ship queries. Our algorithm is substantially
more efficient

than the algorithm designed in

[7] for learning such decision trees. WhenN is
a prime, our algorithm implies the best-known
algorithm in [4] for learning decision trees over
a finite alphabet.

1

Introduction

To evaluate the decision tree on

A number of systems such as Quinlan’s ID3 [15] perform
induction by recursively growing a decision tree to fit a
sample of data from a unknown target
ever these are heuristic

function.

How-

algorithms that may produce a

very large decision tree to fit data that can in fact be explained with a small (in terms of the nodes) decision tree
hypothesis. It is a long standing open question whether
there exists an efficient

algorithm that provably learns

decision trees in the formal sense of Valiant’s PACmodel
[16]. There have been considerable efforts on finding a
solutions

to the problem and many interesting

results

have been obtained.
In the basic PACmodel, the most general result for
learning decision trees is by Ehrenfeucht and Haussler

There are a large body of empirical research on the in-

[8], who gave an algorithm to learn boolean decision
trees whose running time is linear in nr. Here r is the

duction of decision trees (see, for example, [15, 14]).
decision tree is a representation of functions as a rooted

rank of the tree,

which is a parameter of its topology

that measures the tree’s

bushiness.

Algorithms that

provably learn read-once decision trees (in which each
variable occurs in at most one node) and read-k decision
trees (in which each variable occurs in at most k nodes)
on the uniform distribution

were obtained in [1]. Other
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provably correct decision tree learning algorithms are

for learning decision trees over a finite alphabet.

known in the more powerful membership query learning
model, where the learner may ask an oracle to supply

This paper is organized as follows. In section 2, we

the correct classification

for arbitrary

examples during

the learning process [9, 10, 11].
In the on-line learning model with equivalence and membership queries, the well-knownresult has been obtained

introduce the learning model. In section 3, we define
decision trees with module nodes over the domain Z~.
In section 4, we discuss the module DNFand CNFas
well as their representations of a decision tree. In section 5, we study properties

of general module DNFand

by Bshouty [4]. He has shown that boolean decision
trees and their extensions over any finite alphabet is

CNF with the Hammingpartial

order over ZN. In sec-

tion 6, we design introduce

the CDNF-algorithm for

polynomial time learnable

learning a module DNFvia its module CNFrepresenta-

with equivalence

and mem-

bership queries. In [6], Bshouty’s results are extended

tion obtained in [7] and its application on learning deci-

to boolean decision trees with certain types of functions

sion trees with module nodes. In section 7, we design a

as labels for leaves nodes.

new algorithm to learn decision trees with module nodes

However, it remains open whether one can learn a decision tree over the domain Z~ when the internal nodes
of the tree are labeled with simple functions such as
less-than functions < (see [4]) or "module functions"
ax(mod N) (see [5]). The monotone theory developed

which is substantially efficient

than the one obtained in

[7]. Wepoint out some future research direction in section 8.
2

The

Learning

Model

[4], though very powerful, could not be applied to those
types of decision trees, because the number of monotone
"minterms" for those trees is in general exponential in
its size.

theory. Later, Angluin [2] proposed the on-line learning with queries and then initiated

the study of exact

[7] studied the problem of learning decision trees in
which each internal node is labeled by a module func-

learning.

tion axi(mod N) for some i E {1,... ,n}, over the domain Z~ with equivalence and membership queries [5].

bership queries) implies pac-learning (with membership

Given any decision tree T, let s be the number of its

ing with equivalence queries is strictly

leaves. It was proved [7] that when all the module func-

learning.

tions in T have the same coefficient,

then there is a

polynomial time algorithm for learnin[g T using at most
s(s + 1)N equivalence
bership queries.

queries and at most s~nN mem-

According to Angluin [2] and Blum [3], on-

line learning with equivalence queries (and with memqueries),

and there are cases such that on-line learnharder than pac-

In this paper, we will focus ourselves on the on-line
learning with equivalence and membership queries.

For

any integer N _> 2, let ZN = {0,...,N1}. The
goal of a learning algorithm (or learner) for a class

Given any decision tree T, let s be the number of its
leaf nodes. Let N = p] ....

p~" be its prime decomposi-

tion, and let 7(N) = (tl + 1)...

(tr + 1). In this

of boolean-valued functions over the domain Z~ is to
learn any unknown target function f E C that has been
fixed by a teacher. In order to obtain information about

we show that when all the module functions in T have
the same coefficient, then there is a polynomial time

f, the learner can ask equivalence queries by proposing
hypotheses h from a fixed hypothesis space H of func-

algorithm for learning

tions over Z~ with C C_ H to an equivalence oracle
EQO. If h = f, then EQ(h) = "yes", so the learner

equivalence

T using at most s(s + 1)7(N)

queries and at most s2n’y(N) membership

queries. Our algorithm is substantially

84

In 1984, Valiant [16] proposed the pac-learning model
and thus founded the modern computational learning

more efficient

succeeds. If h ¢ f, then EQ(h) = fo r so me x e X",

than the algorithm designed in [7]. WhenN is a prime,

called a counterexample, such that h(z) f( x). x

our algorithm implies the best-known algorithm in [4]

called a positive counterexample if f(x) = 1 and a neg-
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is

ative counterexample otherwise. The learner
ask membership queries by presenting
domain to a membership oracle
ple x, MQ(x) = "yes" if f(x)

can also

examples in the

MQO.For any exam-

= 1, otherwise

MQ(x)

"no". Each new hypothesis issued by the leaner may
depend on the earlier hypotheses and the examples observed so far. A learning algorithm exactly learns C,
if for any target function f E C, it can find a h E H
that is logically equivalent to f. Wesay that a class C
is polynomial time learnable if there is a learning algorithm that exactly learns any target function in C and
runs in time polynomially in the size of the domain, the
size of the target function, and the size of the largest
example observed during its learning process.

3

Decision

Trees

With

Module

Nodes

Given an integer N > 2, we consider decision trees with
module nodes over the domain Z~v. Such a decision
tree is a rooted N-branch tree, and each of its internal nodes is labeled by .a module function axi(mod N)
with some i C {1,...,n}.

Each internal

edges labeled respectively

by 0, 1,...

node has N
,N- 1. Each of

the leaf nodes is labeled by either 0 or 1. A decision T
represents a boolean-valued function fT : Z~ ~ {0, 1}.
The function fT is evaluated recursively by starting at
the root and evaluating the subt:fee which is connected
to the root by an edge labeled by the outcome of the
module function which labels the root node. When a
leaf node is reached, the leaf’s label is the output of
the function. The size of T is defined’as the number of
its leaf nodes. In this paper, we consider only decision
trees T(a), where all the module functions labeling the
internal

nodes have the same coefficient

a E ZN. A tree

T(2) with a modulus4 is illustrated

in figure

4

CNF

The

Module

Decision

DNF and

of

a

Figure 1: A decision tree T(3) with a modulus

Tree

Given a decision tree T(a) with modulenodes, let 11,..., Is
be its leaf nodes labeled by 1. Walk from the root to
each li and let axi~ (mod N), bl,..., axi, (rood N), b8 be
the module functions and edge labels encountered in
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this unique path to li. The leaf node li will represent

Hamming

5

the term

DNF
We first

Partial

and

Order,

Module

CNF

introduce the Hammingpartial

order [4]. The

Hammingpartial order (ZN, _<) is defined as follow: For
The module DNFof T(a) is thus defined as

any z,y E ZN we have

(o)

DNF
fT

x < y c=:> x =YVx =O.

Similarly, let gl,. ¯ ¯, gt be its leaf nodes labeled by 0.
Walkfrom the root to each gi and let axi~ (rood N), bl,. ¯

Using the Hamming partial
x,y E Z~v,

axi, (rood N), be be the module functions and edge la-

x <_ y ¢=:* (Vi)(xti]

order we have: For any

y[i]Vx[i] = 0)

bels encountered in this unique path to gi. The leaf gi
where x[i] and y[i] denote respectively their i-th components.

will represent the clause
Ci = axi, ~ bl (mod N) V " " V axi, ~ b,(mod
The module CNFof T(a) is thus defined as

Given any a E ZN, let us consider the general forms of
module DNF’s and CNF’s for decision trees. We say
that

r,
F(a)=T,V...V

(o) = c, A...AT,.

CNF
fT

is a module DNF, where for any i E {1 .....
From the above definitions

Ti = axi,

easy facts:
Fact 1. For any example x E Z~, T(a)(x)

only

s},

we have the following two

= 1 if

=- bt(mod N) A flaxi,,

and we also say that Ti is a module term. We say that

=1.

Fact 2. For any example x E Z}, T(a)(x)

=- bt,(mod

C(a)=<k...hc,,
= 0 if

is a moduleCNF,wherefor any j E {1 .....

t},

Ci = axj, ~ el(rood N)V"" V axjo, ~ eg, (rood
By Fact 1, one may think that one can learn a decision
tree T(a) via learning its module DNFfD(~:. How-

and we also say that Cj is a module clause.

ever, as noted in [5], the latter problem is even harder

For a module term Ti, for any x E Z~v, we say that x is

than learning boolean functions. Algorithms for learning subclasses of disjunctions of conjur[ctions of general

a mintermfor 7’/ if
Ti(x) = 1 A(Vy < x)(Ti(y)

counting functions have been obtained in [5].
By Fact 2, one may also think that one can learn a
decision tree T(a) F
via learning its module CNFfTC(N~)
using Bshouty’s monotone technique [4]. A very tempt-

For a module DNFF(a), for any x E Z~, we say that
x is a minterm for F(a) if x is a minterm for a term

of F(a).

ing approach is to apply his technique along with the

We say that a module CNF C(a) is a representation

Hammingpartial order over ZN to learn fTO(~:. Unfortunately, this process will fail because of one substantial

a module DNFF(a) if

difficulty:

86

=1 ~ x =

The number of monotone minterms for fT(~)

(Vx)(C(a)(x)

= 1 ~ r(a)(x)

of

1)

is in general exponential. In this paper, we will develop

Given a set B of examples, we say that B is a mono-

a new method to overcome the above difficulty

tone basis for F(a) if for any module clause Ci in the

and thus

we are able to use the monotonetechnique to design an

representation

efficient algorithm to learn a decision tree T(a).

such that Ci(x) =

MAICS-98

C(a) of F(a), there is an example x E B

Whenthe monotone base B = {ul,. ¯., ut} for a module
DNFF(a) is known, one can use Bshouty’s monotone
technique to learn F(a). The idea is as follows:
start

We

from an empty hypothesis and use an equivalence

query to get a positive

counterexample for F(a). For

Define
It(T). = axi,, =_ bj, (rood N) A " " A axih =- bj, (rood N),
where for any r ¯ {jl,...

,jr},

(br - aa[r]) O(mod N)

and for any r !~ {jl ....

,Jr}, (br - aa[r]) = O(modN).

each positive counterexample v, for each ui E B, we use

We say that It(T)a is the module (~-minterm for

membership queries

Lemma 5.2.

DNFF(a)(x+ui).

to get a minterm for the module

We make a new hypothesis

by taking

the conjunction of all Hi which is the disjunction of all

a ¯ Z~, if v is a minterm for a module term T(x + a).
Then

minterms we have found for F(a)(x ui ). Ho wever,
this process will fail because in general the number of
minterms for F(a)(x ui ) is exponential.

For a module term

T = ax h =_ bl(mod

- b,(mod

axe,=-0(rood
N),

bt are not 0, we say that

= ax,,

- b,(mod

N)A---

N)

ProoL Suppose that

T(x + a) is a term as given in

A-- b,(mod
N)

is the module minterm for T.

lent to a~(x[r] - a[r]) -~ (br - a[r])(mod N). Since v
is a minterm for T(x + a), we have that for any r ¢
{jl .... ,jr}, v[r]- a[r] -- 0, and for any r ¯ {ix,... ,Q},
v[r] - a[r] ~ 0 and av~ = br(rnod Iv). Hence, It~ =

many

E]

It(T),.
6

Although there may be in general exponentially

=- br(mod is equivalent to

a~((x[r] ai r]) + ai r]) = b~(mod N)which is e quiva-

(1)
It(T)

= A axi =- av[il(mod
vi,vH-~[i]#o

(2). Note that ar(x[r])

N) A"’Aax,,

= O(mod
N)
where bl,...,

It"

is the module a-minterm /or T.

We now work on a new way to overcome the above difficulty.

Given any module term T and and any

Learning
Module

a Module

DNF via

Its

CNF Representation

minterms for a module term T, yet its module minterm
is unique. Moreover, the following lemma tells us that
we can find the module minterm using one minterm.
Lemma5,1. Suppose that v is a minterm ]or a module
term T. Let

Given any module DNF F(a) and its
resentation

module CNF rep-

C(a), using the monotone technique in [4]

the following algorithm was designed to learn F(a) in
polynomial time in the number of variables, the size of
F, and the size of C(a). When the learner

#= A (ax =- av[i](mOd
Vi,v[i]#o

a

positive counterexample, it finds a module minterm for
F(a). this is in contrast with finding a minterm in the

N).

monotone technique in [4].

Then It is the module minterm for T.
Proof. Suppose that T is a term as given in (1). Since

The CDNF Algorithm

is a minterm for T, we have that for any r ~ {il,...

(1)t~--

v[r] = O, and for any r e {il,...,it},

receives

,it},

v[r] ~t 0 and

avr - br(mod N). Hence, It = It(T).
Given any example a E Z~, and any module term T.
Consider the shift T(x + a) of T with a:

for

F(a)

(2)EQ(1) ~ v. If the answer is "YES"
stop.
(3)t ~-t+ l,Ht t--O, St ~¢,ut e-v
(4)EQ(A~=
1 Hi) --+ v. If the answer is "YES"
then stop.

T(x +a) = a(xi~

a[ il]) -=

bl( mod N)

AAo(x,,+a[i,])- bt(modIv).
(2)

(5)I e- {ilH~(v) = 0}.
(6)If I is empty then Goto (3).
(7)For each i ¯ I

Chen
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(7.1) vi t--

Lemma7.1. For any submodule S of Zlv, there is an

(7.2) Walk from vi toward ui while
keeping F(a)(vi)

element d E ZN such that S = ZNd, and din if d ¢ O.
Proof.

(7.3) Si ~" Si t_J {#(vi)u,
(8)Hi M,~,Si for i = 1, ... ,t

If S = {0}, then S = ZN0. Now assume that

S ¢ {0}. Fix dl E S such that dx ¢ 0. IfS = ZNdl
then we are done. Otherwise, fix tl E S - ZNdl. Set

.

d2 = gcd(dl,tl,N).

(9) Goto (4).

tl ¢ ZNdl implies
The following lemma was proved in [7].

Then,
that

then we are done, otherwise

Lemma6.1. [7]. Suppose that the coefficient
a is
known to the learner. Then any module DNFF(a) can
be learned using at most rant membership queries and
at most (m + 1)t equivalence queries,

where m is the

number of module terms in F and t is the number of
module clauses in module CNDrepresentation C(a)

d3 = gcd(d2,t2,N).

Zlvdl

+ ZNtl = ZNd2.

dz ¢. ZNdl. If S = ZNd2,
fix t2 E S - ZNd2. Let

Then, ZNd2 + ZNt2 = Z~vd3, and

da ¢- ZNd2. Repeat the above procedure. Because ZN
contains N elements, the above procedure must terminate

at an element

dm with m < N - 1. Hence,

S = Zlvdm.
Lemma 7.2.

rn
Given any two fixed

value

a,b 6 ZN,

consider the module equation

F(a).
With the help of the above lemmas, the following main
result in [7] was established.
Theorem 6.2. [7] Any decision tree T(a) with module nodes over the domain Z~v can be learned using at
most s2nN membership queries

ax =- b(mod N).
There is a constant d such that for any particular xo
satisfying the above equation, the set of all its solutions
is

and at most s(s + 1)N

equivalence queries, where s is the size of T(a).

ZNd + xo = {y +

xolY ~ ZN}.

Moreover, diN if d ~ O.
Proof. Since the set of all solutions to the equation

7

A More Efficient
Learning

Algorithm

Decision

Trees

for

ax = O(mod N) is a submodule of ZN, by Lemma7.1,

T(a)

there is a constant d such that the set of all solution
to ax =-- O(mod N) is ZNd, and din ifd ~ 0. Given

Given any module decision

T(a), as we discussed

in

section 4, T(a) is equivalent to its module DNFrepand to its module CNFrepresentation
resent ion lONE
JT(a)
fT CNF
Note that ~cN~"
is also a module CNF repre(a)
JT(a)
sentation
of iT(a)
~DNFIn order to learn T(a), we only
need to learn JT(a)
cDNFThus,

one

way to learn a decision

tree T(a) is as follows: Whena is known, then run the
CDNF-algorithm to learn ~DNF
directly.
When it is
JT(a)
not known, then for each a E Ztv, run a copy of the
CDNF-algorithm to learn T(a). This is what has been
done in [7].
Wenow consider how to design a more efficient

algo-

rithm to learn a decision tree T(a) whenthe coefficient
a is unknown.
Wefirst

give some easy facts about the structures

submodules of ZN.

88
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of

a solution x0 to the equation ax =- b(mod N), for any
solution z~ to the equation, we have
a(x’ - xo) = ax’ - azo - b - b = O(modN).
This implies that xI-x0 is a solution to ax = O(modN),
i.e., x ~ C ZNd+xo.On the other hand, let x~ E ZNd+zo.
That is, there is y E ZNd such that x~ = y + xo. We
have
ax~ =- a(y + xo) = ay + axo - O + b =- b(mod N).
This means that x’ is a solution to ax = b(mod N).
Hence, ZNd+Zois the set of all solutions to the equation
az =- b(mod N)

rn

Let N = p~ ...pt/
be the prime decomposition of N,
where ti > 1 and Pi is a prime for i = 1,... ,r. Define
7(N) = (h + 1)..-(G

Lemma 7.3. There are at most 7(N) many submodules

the alphabet ZN such that every internal node of such a

o] ZN.

tree is labeled by a variable and each internal node has

Proof.

By Lemma 7.1,

each submodule of ZN is ZNd

for some dE ZN such that

diN ifd

# 0. There are

7(N) - 1 different such d # 0 and ZN0 = {0} is also
a submodule. Hence, ZN has at most 7(N) many submodules.

N outgoing edges labeled respectively

by 0,...,N

- 1.

Thus, Theorem Z.~ implies the learning algorithm obtained in [4] for learning decision trees over the alphabet
ZN.

I:3

Now, we are ready to prove our main result.

8

Theorem 7.4. There is a algorithm to learn any deci-

In this paper, we give a substantially efficient algorithms

sion T(a) with module nodes over the domain Z~ using
at most s(s + 1)7(N) equivalence queries and at most

for learning any decision tree with module nodes over

s2nT(N) membership queries.

Conclusion

Remarks

the domain Z~, when the module coefficients
at all
nocles are the same. Our algorithm improves the algo-

needs to

rithm obtained in [7]. WhenN is a prime, our algorithm

find a module minterm when it receives a positive coun-

implies the well-known algorithm for learning decision

terexample.

trees over any alphabet in [4].

Proof. In the CDNF-algorithm the learner

equations

A module minterm is a conjunction
axij - bii (mod N). Whena solution

of

x0 to

axij =- bit (mod N) is known, then by Lemma7.2, the

Although the theoretical analyses of the decision tree
learning algorithms obtained here and in [4, 7] are very

set of all its solutions is ZNd + xo for some unknownd.

complicated, yet the practical

Because all module functions in the decision tree T(a)
have the same coefficient a, the d is the same for all the

be, as we can see from the algorithm designs, very sim-

module functions.

very low. As a future research direction,

Hence, we can learn T(a) by running

implementations should

ple. Moreover, the complexity of those algorithms are
we plan to ap-

a copy the CDNF-algorithmsfor each of all such possi-

ply those algorithms on solving certain practical

ble d’s, i.e., all possible submodulesof ZN. Accordingto

lems.

Lemma7.3, there are at most 7(N) submodules. Thus,
our theorem follows from Lemma6.1.
D
Remark 7.5.

Because 7(N) is substantially

with module nodes over the domain Z~ is much more efficient than the one obtained in [7]. In particular, when
N =pt for aprimep,
7(N) < Tolea rn a d ec i-- log p "
sion tree T(a), our algorithmuses at mosts(s t’ 1~) log Nlogp
equivalence
queries and at most s2n ~ membership
logp

queries, while the algorithm in [7] uses at most s(s
queries and at most s2nN membership

queries.
Remark 7.6.

When N is a prime, any equation ax --

b(mod N) is equivalent to x = a-lb if a # O. If a =
then ax - b(mod N) have no solutions

if b # O, other-

wise its solution set is the entire ZN. From the above
analysis,
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